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 Food delivery services have gained attention and become a top priority in 
developed cities by reducing travel time and waiting time by offering online 
food delivery options for a variety of dishes from a wide variety of 

restaurants. Therefore, customer analytics have been considered in business 
analysis by enabling businesses to collect and analyse customer feedback to 
make business decisions to be more advanced in the future. This paper aims 
to study the techniques used in customer analytics for food delivery services 
and identify the factors of customers’ reviews for food delivery services 
especially in social media. A total of 53 papers reviewed, several techniques 
and algorithms on customer analytics for food delivery services in social 
media are Lexicon, machine learning, natural language processing (NLP), 
support vector machine (SVM), and text mining. The paper further analyse 

the challenges and factors that give impacts to the customers’ reviews for 
food delivery services. These findings would be appropriate for development 
and enhancement of food delivery services in future works. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment analysis, known as opinion mining, was about collection of opinions on many issues and 

related interest through many forms of communication platform such as blog posts, comments, reviews or 

tweets. It was also defined as a process of undermining contextual texts, where contexts are identified, 
extracted, and analysed. Example of this work has helped entrepreneurs to understand the social feelings 

toward their brands, products or services while monitoring the unstructured text of online review comments. 

Analysing these contexts allows understanding of the surface information and conclude high-quality insights 

of the issues or opnions. It is therefore pertinent in sentiment analysis that natural language processing (NLP) 

are used to tokenize text, detect and classify sentiment [1]. The penetration and advancement of technology 

in daily life, businesses and organizations have evoked the growth of web data, mobile data, image data, 

video data, sensor data in volume, variety and velocity which could be used for customer relationship 

management (CRM) and other services  for informed decision making [2]. This means the need to do analyze 

customer behaviour, trends and preferences in which through this customer analytics (CA) will allow 

businesses to plan and roll-out necessary actions for sustainability of their ecosystem. CRM’s main role was 

to coordinate the collection and use of customer data by concentrating on customers and attempting to 
understand their past actions and model it as well and forecast their future behaviour [3]. As Malaysia grows 

into a fully developed country, urban areas are becoming more hustling and time has become precious 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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commodity for a better life. There is a birth of many modern needs. One of these modern needs and here to 

stay is the new food delivery service phenomenon, a fast-growing company that offers services that make 

food easily available. Nowdays, restaurants are becoming more convenient for consumers with the 

emergence of new third-party foodservice providers. Consequently, business intelligence plays their role 

behind the corporate interest in the field of affective computing and sentiment analysis. The goal of this 

review is to identify and discuss the factors and techniques of CA toward food delivery services through 

social media. 

Next, the paper will present briefly about related works that have been done by previos researchers 
in sentiment analysis, the relationship between sentiment analysis and social media, customer reviews 

analytic, customer reviews on food delivery services, relationship between sentiment analysis on reviews of 

customer using food delivery services in social media and it effects and factors. Subsequetly, the paper will 

discuss about the method used to obtain the results and finally provides the discussion. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

2.1.  Sentiment analysis 

Sentiment analysis known as opinion mining uses content materials in the form of a document or a 

sentence in natural language, to define and interpret specific opinions [4]. Sentiment means “how one thinks 

towards something,” “external perception of one’s own emotions,” “a behavior toward something,” or 

“a thought” [5]. In early 2000, sentiment analysis has been growing actively mainly in the area of natural 
language processiong (NLP). Researchers widely explore areas of mining specifically data preciding in the 

web, text, images and video for make better decisions. Sentiment Analysis is a concept that involves several 

activities, such as extraction of sentiment, classification of sentiment, classification of subjectivity, review of 

opinions or analysis of opinion spam, among others. It intends to examine the thoughts, perceptions, views, 

emotions of individuals against factors such as goods, persons, issues, organisations, and services [6-7].  

Sentiment evaluations and reviews are growing rapidly in e-commerce or other web resources. Nowadays, 

customers on the e-commerce platform are highly dependent on feedback from existing customers and 

suppliers as well as service providers [8].  

 

2.2.  Relationship of sentiment analysis and social media 

Social media is a platform that encourages social interaction, promote teamwork, and allow 
stakeholder deliberation. Other platforms include forums, wikis, media (audio, image, video, text),  

social networking (Facebook, Twitter, Blog, etc.) and virtual worlds. Other engineering techniques are also 

used [9-10]. The growth in social media has been closely documented to have a bearing on issues such as 

work, policy, politics, policy deliberation, patterns of communication worldwide, and how individuals get 

information and share about common areas such as logistic, news, hotels to private information such as 

health, adolescent life, parenting, dating and stress levels. 

This is even so important for commercialization and communication to understand the context of 

consumer behavior and marketing for companies, organizations, and institutions, and political groups alike. 

In addition to that, social media is culturally important since for most people it has become the predominant 

arena in which they download information and exchange material about themselves, and unleash information 

of their surrounding [10]. 
Twitter on the other hand is a base of communication that has greater number of users in the form of 

short messages. It is the fastest and widest way of communication with many different languages which 

provide rich resources of texts [11]. The messages also known as tweet filled with opinions and emotions, to 

be used in determinative opinion and marketing. Therefore, it makes an interesting area to research on and 

currently still new [12-13]. It is considered text with symbols and text mining can be useful to analyze for 

better improvement in the services rendered. Meanwhile, [14-16] used data from their experiments as a 

source especially from Twitter. Twitter offers solutions that can generated by its followers or network of 

users who refer to each other by using the “@” symbol as a reference to discuss a topic in a semi-supervised 

environment. In [11] use Twitter data as to determine the polarities comment in social media; either the 

statement is positive, negative or neutral. 

 

2.3.  Customer reviews analytic 
Customer analytics was a process that can turn data into a value of life, and improved customer 

satisfaction and outreach. It became the backbone of all marketing activities including e-commerce with 

technologies for predictive modeling, visualization, managing information and segmentation to make way to 

boost their products and amenities [17-18]. In [19] state that it was important to predict consumers opinion 

because it can achieve more profits and produce the best product for consumers to consume. In [2, 20-21] 
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papers, the authors state about the characteristic of big data where customer analytic was one of many 

mentioned. The nature of this type of data mainly categorized as high in volume, a spectrum of variety and 

high in velocity. Data basically from unstructured reviews are often difficult to handle using traditional 

business analytics methods, management tools and strategies. However, this type of data is vital for the 

purpose of an insightful decisions [22]. They need to know and appreciate the essence of a product that their 

customers want and hate in order to benefit about the reviews that will boost their product. Also, it 

was important to see a subgroup of clients that have common viewpoints for marketing purposes [23].  

 

2.4.  Customer reviews on food delivery services 

Customer ordering experiences are determined by website and service quality through trusted 
website. This will reflect customer satisfaction and loyalty towards the brand or product. Z. Kedah et al. [24] 

in their research shows there is a significant relationship of website quality, service quality, customer 

satisfaction and loyalty. It is reported that food delivery services in the city provides another avenue to have 

packed food and food on the go within minutes. Many studies have shown a positive connection between 

behavioral and attitude in terms of technology. Customers prefer the use of online services due to 

convenience, usefulness and additional motives or previous online experiences. This is found to be true in 

services such as Food Panda, Room Service, Grab Food, Go-Jek and more [25-26]. This is further identified 

in [27] on the mindset and behavioral intention of Indonesia users towards online food delivery [14].  

 

2.5.  Relationship of sentiment analysis on customer reviews using food delivery services in social 

media 
Business intelligence is also the key variable in the field of affective computation and sentiment 

analysis behind the corporate interest. Companies are now investing in marketing strategies and are 

constantly interested in collecting and predicting the general public's attitudes towards their products and 

brands [28]. The recent developments in deep learning have considerably improved the ability of algorithms 

to analyse text. Creative use of advanced techniques of artificial intelligence can be an effective instrument 

for thorough research. According to [29], they are trying to help pizza companies understand how to perform 

strategic analyses in the social media industry and turn social media data into insights for making decisions 

by multi-level decision makers. The use of text mining study to analyse Facebook and Twitter content on the 

three main pizza chains and shows the CA gives an efficient business value about productivity and change. 

Nevertheless, in India, Foodtech become a hot talk. In [30] review about the changed of Indian food and 

beverage industry. Holachef become a platform for chefs and food connoisseurs. It connects well-known 

chefs with customers to ensure food is delivered by online food delivery and satisfy their customers. 

 

2.6.  Effects and factors of customer reviews on food delivery services 

According to [31], through Amazon reviews they use a mining approach to explore concealed 

factors behind online food shopping. By using topical modeling approach latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), 

the results show four interpretable factors that have significant impact on customer reviews in Amazon 

reviews which are Amazon Service (“buy”, “order”, “purchase”, “subscribe”, and “shipping”), Physical 

Feature (“Keurig”, “pack”, “plastic”, and “machine”), Flavor Feature (“taste”, “love”, “strong”, 

“recommend”, and “delicious”), and Subjective Expression (“flavor”, “bold”, “dark”, and “roast”). This has 

significant business consequences on how to promote more effective feedback and help potential customers 

make better buying decisions at a later date. The researchers use the customer evaluation data of food 

products from Amazon from 2004 to 2014 in getting data collection. From their analysis, the physical 
characteristics and taste characteristics provide more useful information with high-rate ratings. From [32] 

perspective, Jordan's Limited Service Restaurant they research relationships between quality of services, 

quality of food, customer satisfaction and retention. The research sample has picked ten (10) restaurants in 

the university neighborhoods of Amman. The study indicate that the value of service and food quality in 

serving their consumers’ food, food security and sustainability of constraints facilities in the university 

communities is defined [32-33]. Quality of service is measured by five qualities, measurable, consistent, 

reliable, reliable and empathic, while value of food is measured by five measures, food is fresh, tasty and 

healthy, food is variety and food smells [32, 34]. 

In [32], [35-36], they mentioned that the conventional face-to-face approach has been offered to 

customer with incentives to evaluate the value of foodstuffs and their safety level subjectively. The Internet's 

food information is largely self-advertised, making it hard to check the reality of product traceability data, 

nutrition source and trader's permit classification. Moreover, the current management of the food security 
chain is still inadequate. In Vietnam, according to [36], Vietnam's food management systems still do not have 

the policy and regulations on e-commerce for the management of foodservices, especially for new trendy 
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methods such as social media. This also leads to problems and difficulties when research on online food 

purchases is not done in advance to ensure the safety of purchased food. 

 

 

3. METHOD AND MATERIAL 

This study approach fact-finding through collecting and analyzing of data from many sources. A 

review from Pew Research Center [37]  has been conducted involving such as the number of people used 

social networking from 2005 and the percentage of the social media users. The reviews identified were 
searched using the following keyword terms: “sentiment analysis”, “food delivery services”, “sentiment 

analysis of food delivery services”, “sentiment analysis in social media”, and “customer satisfactions toward 

food delivery services”, and more. Relevant journals and articles were compiled from the span of the last 15 

years retrieved from Google Scholar, Science Direct, Springer and IEEE. These reviews focus on the 

relationship of factors and implications on food delivery services in social media using sentiment analysis. 

Besides that, these sites are also visited on its availability of information on customer reviews, access to 

social networking and food suppliers among other things. Meanwhile, the analysis and its algorithm were 

confined to online food delivery analyses on social media sites. 53 reviews from 2005 to 2020 were 

reconsidered and analyzed for the above-mentioned reasons. All of these reviewed papers were examined and 

analyzed according to their publishing years, publishing types and the artificial intelligence (AI) techniques 

used related to the researched articles. Figure 1, show the number of percentage and number of papers 

categorized by year, whereby the highest number of papers reviewed in 2018 (19%, 10 papers) followed by 
2019 (13%, 7 papers) and 2015 (11%, 6 papers). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Percentage and number of review papers 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the number of AI techniques and algorithms identified and compiled from all 

articles. Before that, Hybrid techniques were not taken in the analysis as they are the result of a combination 

of other techniques together. From Figure 2, the result shows that support vector machine (SVM) was the 

popular algorithm from the total number of research articles, but it does not mean it was the best algorithm 

used. Meanwhile, Regression and Naïve Bayes have similar count of research articles. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. AI technique and algorithm used 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the relationship between the factors that affect customer reviews on food delivery 

service in social media and sentiment analysis were discussed. Besides that, the implications of the factors 

towards the changing customers’ behavior were also studied and discussed. We found that about 28 factors 

were defined as a factor that can give effect to food delivery services from customers’ review in social media. 

Table 1 shows the summarization of factors that have been identified in each of the papers stated in the table 

below.  

 

Table 1. Summarization of factors 
Factor/Reference [1] [25] [27] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] 

Cleanliness            /   

Convenience  /           /  

Customer experience /    / / / / / /  / / / 

Ease-of-use       /      /  

Flavor feature    /           

Food quality    / / / /     /  / 

Food safety     / / /        

Inconsistency of customer review         / / /    

Information quality        /  /     

Kindness of the employees            /   

Listing             /  

Loyalty        /       

Payment system        /       

Physical feature    /           

Quality control             / / 

Search of restaurant              /  

Security/privacy        /       

Service quality    / / / / / /      

Societal pressure             /  

Star rating           /    

Subjective expression    /           

Sustain-ability     / /         

Taste of food    /   /     /   

Text review           / /   

Time saving   /            

Usage usefulness  / /            

Various food delivery service   /           / 

Website quality   /     /       

 

 
Ranking was done for the most important factors selected and be discussed further. Table 1 above 

presents the highest factors that affect customer reviews are ‘customer experiences’, followed by ‘food 

quality’, ‘service quality’ and ‘quality control’ respectively. These four factors are taken for further 

categorization. Table 2 shows the results after all the factors are categorized into four groups: customer 

experiences, food quality, service quality and quality control. The process for categorizing each of these 

factors has been done using the synonyms concept. For example, ‘fresh’ and ‘delicious’ factors are synonym 

with ‘food quality’, thus those factors will be categorized into ‘Food Quality’ groups. 

 

 

Table 2. List of factors based on the four groups 
Customer Experience Food Quality Service Quality Quality Control 

Satisfaction Fresh Tangible Website design/quality 

Delivery experience Delicious Reliability Star rating 

Existing customer reviews Nutritious Responsive Payment system 

Inconsistent Variety of menu Assurance Loyalty 

Persons' online purchase experience Smell of food Empathy Society pressure 

Text review Food safety Time Subjective expression 

 Flavor feature Various Security 

 service /privacy 

Usage usefulness Physical feature 

Sustain-ability Listing 

Search of restaurant Kindness 

Convenience Information quality 

 Ease-of-use 

Cleanliness 
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Despite the growing food demand through the internet suppliers, greater emphasis should be put on 

how consumer satisfaction impacts food quality, customer experience, quality of service and quality control. 

Based on our study on various research articles, we found several indicators that other authors used to test 

customer satisfaction with products in food delivery service by sentiment analysis. These factors were 

collected and analyzed using AI algorithms. These techniques and its accuracy are as shown in Table 3 

towards customers’ review factors.  

 

 
Table 3. Accuracy of AI algorithm used 

Algorithm Factors Average Accuracy Reference 

Lexicon Customer experiences, Quality control 87.33% [46]-[48] 

Natural language processing (NLP) Quality control, Customer experiences 71.67% [41], [50], [51] 

Support vector machine (SVM) Quality control 69.70% [1], [7], [12], [39], [52], [53] 

Text Mining Quality control, Food quality, Service 

quality, Customer experience 

67.94% [12], [13], [29], [42] 

 

 
The average accuracy for each technique and algorithm was considered by the total accuracy divide 

by number of researchers using the same algorithm. As we can conclude, Lexicon gave an average accuracy 

of 87.33%, where the factor involved is customer experiences and quality control. According to [51], the 

authors suggest that the textual analysis may add to their comprehension of the effect of stock returns and, 

while media opinion sometimes does not affect direct returns, it could also be an advantage in collecting 

other information sources for analysis. 

On the other hand, [3, 9, 11, 37] explained that text mining can work with all kinds of factors and 

achieve a moderate level of accuracy. In Table 3 above, Text Mining with its prediction average accuracy of 

67.94% did not gave any huge differences. Thus, it shows that Text Mining was working efficiency with all 

factors of quality control, customer experience, food quality and service quality; however, when working 

with other factors they still produce average accuracy. Moreover, according to [12], some categorization 
included (1) transportation, (2) travel, (3) electrical cash, (4) instant message, (5) foodservice, and (6) 

security and stability of apps. Each category has been divided into the positive and negative polarity of the 

tweets. The tweets were divided into twelve classes, and the result is that food delivery service gain 83 total 

number of tweets: 10 positive tweets and 73 negative tweets. In [41], they compared 1113 opinion words 

manually extracted which contain 38 emoticons from 500 review icons randomly selected from 800 reviews. 

They extract 38 emoticons in their experiment and 977 opinion words specific in customer feedback, while 

another 66 opinions word cannot be extract and 98 opinions were incorrect. The accuracy was 85% and the 

error obtains 15%.  

Meanwhile, natural language processing (NLP) prediction average accuracy was 71.67%, corporate 

with the factors of customer experiences and quality control. Due to the large number of businesses that use 

social networks, the monitoring and regulation of their social media platforms, evaluation and comparison 

were of great importance to organizations in terms of “Quality” [13]. Lastly, followed by SVM produced 
prediction average accuracy of 69.70%. The data was represented by unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, word 

entity, and word dependency. Data inequality was managed by modifying the output threshold during 

training using samples and during evaluation [12, 34, 39, 53]. The results of this analysis rely heavily on 

theoretically of the variables and features used during the pre-processing process. Tasks on pseudo-

Subjectivity and pseudo-Classification are tested. SVM has surpassed all other alternatives to pseudo-

subjectivity with cross validation reliability of 91.2% [46]. With just minor tuning, SVM can also operate 

effectively. Findings have shown the importance to a classifier for a forecast in the social, educational, family 

and psychological evaluation.  In this context, the factor involved was the quality control.  

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper reviewed and discussed past research on the main factors that affect customer reviews 

towards food delivery services using social media. Several AI algorithms were reviewed and analyzed based 

on the categorized factors.  It was found that a good quality of food and services depicted mostly were among 

the positive reviews or feedbacks from customers. An accurate prediction will help food manufacturers or 

other organizations to manage their customers’ behavior towards the review of their food quality and services 

to give a perfect service for the customers. These strategies can help them in improving and increasing their 

performance and eventually make more profit. The analysis of all articles that have been studied shows some 

AI algoritms namely Lexicon, SVM, NLP and Text Mining were used to predict the realibility of sentiment 

analysis to evaluate customer reviews of food delivery services on social media. These models evaluated 
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several variables and four variables found to have the highest ranking mainly customer experiences, food 

quality, service quality and quality control. The analysis of all reviewed research articles in this paper 

revealed Lexicon’s ability in forecasting the reliability of sentiment analysis during the evaluation of 

customer reviews with the achievement accuracy of 87.33% compared to other methods. In conclusion, the 

impact of this study was intended to help future analysts create a real model which can easily and accurately 

forecast the evaluation of the consumer through sentiment analysis. Further work on real model can be 

developed and enhanced to provide better food delivery services. 
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